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Practical Interpolation
By Arthur S. Little.
To have in one volume sufficient matter to cover all the possible results
which investors or bankers may desire.......................... would require a
volume beside which the family Bible of old would pale into insignificance
........................... the fact, however, that a book.......................... does not
give every result sought for need not deter the user thereof from making
some attempt to secure the result desired by a simple use of mathematics
............................. Suppose that it is desired to find a price at which it will
net the holder 4.05%. The nearest results in the table here given are 4%
& 4.10%........................... add them together and divide by 2, and the
result, near enough for all practical purposes, will be obtained. There
will, however, be a very slight inaccuracy.
MONTGOMERY ROLLINS.*

Nearly every one, regardless of what he may or may not know
of analytical geometry, fully understands the familiar device of
furnishing illustrated statistics through the means of geometrical
figures. The “curve of the cost of living” is a well-known exam
ple, and in a similar manner are shown stock market fluctuations,
river stages, consumption of fuel, etc.
Charts of the character just referred to are, however, essen
tially historical in their nature, being based upon accomplished
and known facts, and, no matter how great an epoch may be cov
ered, very little reliance is to be placed upon results obtained from
attempting to prolong the curve in either direction in order to read
the future or unrecorded past.
But the case is entirely different when we come to illustrate
numerical values, either abstract or concrete and involving time,
space or matter, provided that the values depicted progress in
accordance with some fixed inflexible law, however complex it
may be, for in such instances the systematic law and order under
which the numerical quantities are mutually interdependent is
faithfully reflected in the geometrical design, and the result is
invariably either a straight or a curved line (always the latter
unless the “law” be extremely simple) which requires nothing
more than plain eyesight and common sense to determine that it
is “symmetrical,” thus suggesting at once that it is at least theo
retically possible, by prolonging the curve under its own plan of
curvature, to obtain quickly and accurately, through the aid of
draftmen’s tools alone, an indefinite number of additional func
tions in the same category as the limited number originally at hand.
*Annals of the American Academy, September. 1907, p. 52.
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The brief chapter on interpolation in Sprague’s Accountancy
of Investment, while excellent as far as it goes, is by no means as
complete as it might and should be, and the student is left almost
entirely in the dark as to how to proceed in attempting to work
with series of a different type from that employed in the single
example given.
The orthodox definition of a series is: “A number of terms;
each of which is derived from one or more of the preceding terms
according to some determinate law.”* Practically all the mathe
matical tables employed by accountants, bond dealers, astron
omers, engineers, etc., are a perfect type of series as just defined,
and notwithstanding the diversified nature of such tables and the
various more or less complex laws governing their construction, if
they be drawn to scale on profile paper it will be found that only
three geometrical forms are produced, viz:
(a) (b) a straight line,
(c) (d) a concave curved line,
(e) (f) a convex curved line,
depicting respectively series whose successive terms possess the
following mathematical properties:
(a) (b) Increasing/decreasing at a uniform rate.
Examples: A simple interest table.
Bond values at different equi-distant coupon rates.
(c) An increasing increase.

Examples: Growth of a single sum at compound interest.
Amount of an annuity.
Natural tangents and secants.
(d) Taken in opposite direction.
(d) A decreasing decrease.
Examples: (c) Taken in opposite direction.
Bond values (below par) by time units.
Bond values by income rates.
Reciprocals of natural numbers.
Present worths of a single sum.
(e) A decreasing increase.
*Joseph Ray.
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Examples: Bond values (above par) by time units.
Present worth of an annuity.
Logarithms.
Natural sines.

(f) Taken in opposite direction.
(f) An increasing decrease.
Examples: (e) Taken in opposite direction.
(I am unable to think of any tables in common use that come
under this head, although they doubtless exist in connection with
certain subjects—e. g., astronomy and ordnance.)
If these six types be “differenced out” the following laws will
be found to prevail:
(a) (b) No second difference.
(c) First difference negative, and thereafter signs alter
nately plus and minus.
(d) Differences all positive.
(e) Differences all negative.
(f) First difference positive, and thereafter alternately
minus and plus.
Most of the ordinary mathematical tables are of the types (c),
(d) and (e), and if the series be extended indefinitely it becomes
evident, upon investigation, that the curve thus prolonged is stead
ily lengthening and approaching the limit of a straight line, to be
attained at infinity. This ultimate straight line is:
(c) Perpendicular to the base,
(d) Coincident with the base,
(e) Parallel to the base.
An interesting example of the latter is afforded by a chain of
values for, say, a 5% bond to yield 4%. At 50 years the value
of the ordinate is 121.55; at 100 years 124.52 and will be 124.99
within a reasonable time, but eternity is required to bring it up to
the limit of 125.
There are some types of series, however, which by their nature
have a definite beginning and ending and cannot be extended
indefinitely. For example, the natural tangents of the quadrant
start with 0; reach 1 at 45°; 573 at 89°.9 and through the remain
ing 6 minutes of the arc increase at a frightful rate from the afore
said 573 to infinity!
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The natural sines furnish an example of a curve of the (e)
type which cannot be prolonged indefinitely. Another good instance
is afforded by the second difference factors in the accompanying
table. In view of the behavior of the curve in the case of com
pound interest tables, reciprocals, logarithms, etc., it would scarcely
seem possible that a curve which reaches a peak and then retro
grades and reproduces itself in a contrary direction could be gov
erned by any self-contained “law;” nevertheless such is the case.
For instance, if we take the natural sines:
70°
939,693
75°
965,926
80°
984,808
85°
996,195
90°
1,000,000
and attempt to obtain the 6th term (95°) by extrapolation, we
obtain 996,195, which is correct. Mathematical notice or warning
that the curve is about to pass a peak is afforded by the second
difference becoming greater than the first difference on which it
bears, and the passing of the peak is indicated by a change of signs
in the first difference.
If bond values for 3%, 4%, 5%, 6% and 7% bonds running,
say, 20 years and yielding 4% be calculated and drawn to scale we
will obtain a curve of the (a)-(b) type as shown in figure I. If,

now, it is desired to obtain (without independent calculation) the
corresponding value for 4½s, it is evident that no error whatever
will ensue from “adding together the 4% and 5% values and
dividing by 2” as it is merely an application of the geometrical
principle that the median of a trapezoid is equal to half the sum
of the bases. But if we attempt, in a similar manner, to insert a
51
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13½ years’ value for a 4% bond to yield
between given values
for 1 year and 26 years we obtain 80.73 instead of the correct
value of 74.07. If the basis be 3% we obtain 109.47 instead of the
correct value of 111.03. These respective errors (in excess on
prices below par and in defect on prices above par) are indicated
by HS in figures II and III and represent, in principle, the
unsoundness of the common practice of bond dealers whereby

Notwithstanding that there are, as we have noted, at least
seven types of series to be found in ordinary mathematical tables,
the actual process of interpolation in practical every day work is
very much simpler than any one would ever suppose from reading
anything on the subject in existence which I have yet seen in col
lege algebras and other mathematical treatises.
The general method or rule, applicable to all cases, is as fol
lows:
Set down in a vertical column a sufficient number of equi-dis
tant terms, commencing with the pair between which lies the func
tion sought.
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Subtract each term in the column from the term immediately
above it until an adjacent column is built up containing one less
item.
In a similar manner subtract each item in column II from the
item immediately above, building up a third column containing two
less items than the first. Continue in this manner until a column
is obtained whose items are all equal, or practically so.* Then
take the first term in the original column and subtract therefrom
such portions of the first item in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc. columns
as are called for by the accompanying table for the interval
desired.
This is all there is to it, except of course that “subtracting” is
to be done throughout in an algebraic sense, and due care must be
exercised with regard to signs.
Example I.

Find a 4.136% basis for 27½ year 5s.
4.10% 1,147,609.83
4.15% 1,138,627.44 8,982,39
4.20% 1,129,743.17 8,884,27 98,12
4.25%, 1,120,955.82 8,787,35 96,92
4.30% 1,112,264.20 8,691,62 95,73
8,982,39 x .72
6,467.32,1†
98.12 x .1008
9,89,0
1.20 x .043
5,2

1,20
1,19

Total correction 6,477,26,3
1,147,609.83
6,477.26
1,141,132.57
For verification purposes there are two methods that can gener
ally be conveniently employed, either of which is much better
than the very poor plan of going over one’s own figures.
First method: repeat the operation, taking a different interval
in the 1st column.
*“The extent to which the last column of differences may be allowed to waver will
be learned by experience.”—Sprague.
†To obtain the full degree of accuracy in final figures, work should be carried to
one spare column in this manner.
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4.10%
4.20%
4.30%
4.40%
4.50%
4.60%

1,147,609.83
1,129,743.17
1,112,264.20
1,095,163.44
1,078,431.64
1,062,059.79

17,866.66
17,478.97
17,100.76
16,731.80
16,371.85

17,866.66
387.69
9.48
.23

x
x
x
x

.36
.1152
.063
.042

387.69
378.21
368.96
359.95

9.48
9.25
9.01

. 23
.24

6,431.99,8
44.66,2
.59,7
1,0 1,147,609.83
------------6,477.27
6,477.26,7 ---------------1,141,132.56

Note that this time we obtain one more order of differences
than at first. To generalize: the closer the interval between the
equi-distant terms in the 1st column, the simpler the calculation.

Second method: reverse the order of the terms.
4.15%
4.10%
4.05%
4.00%
3.95%

1,138,627.44
1,147,609.83
1,156,691.59
1,165,873.94
1,175,158.15

—8,982.39
—9,081.76
—9,182.35
—9,284.21

—8,982.39 x .28
99.37 x .1008
—1.22 x .0578

99.37
100.59
101.86

—1.22
—1.27

. 05

—2,515.06,9
10.01,6
—7,1

—2,505.12,4

1,138,627.44
—2,505.12
1,141,132.56

Example II

Find the logarithm of 1.0196.
10195 008,587,230,114,159
10200
008,600,171,761,918—212,941,647,759
10205
008,813,009,052,089—212,837,290,171 —104,357,588
10210 009,025,742,086,910—212,733,034,821 —104,255,350 —102,238
10215
009,238,370,968,466—212,628,881,556 —104,153,265 —102,085 —153
10220 009,450,895,798,694—212,524,830,228 —104,051,328 —101,937 —148
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—212,941,647,759
—104,357,588
—102,238
—153

x
x
x
x

.2
.08
.048
.0336

—42,588,329,551,8
—8,348,607,0
—4,907,4
—5,1

42,596,683,071,3
008,387,230,114,159
—42,596,683,071

008,429,826,797,230

The rule heretofore given that the various corrections are
always to be subtracted from the topmost term in the first column
is still true in an algebraic sense; nevertheless it is absurdly incon
venient to attempt to make a literal and formal compliance in all
cases, to say nothing of the danger of getting off the track, and
in practice the rule becomes (as the reader has no doubt already
observed)
Positive difference corrections are to be subtracted.
Negative difference corrections are to be added.
Another feature brought out in the following example is this,
that the algebraic sign of differences is not determined alone by
whether an item is subtracted from its neighbor immediately above
or below itself. To overcome this inconvenience of subtracting
upside down and to guard against the danger of confusing the
signs, adding when we should subtract, etc., I have devised the
following plan, illustrated in the two following examples:
Example III

Find logarithm of 323.
320
330
340
350
360
370
380

505,149,98
518,513,94
531,478,92
544,068,04
556,302,50
568,201,72
579,783,60

986,636,04
987,035,02 99,601,02
987,410,88 99,624,14
987,765,54 99,645,34
988,100,78 99,664,76
988,418,12 99,682,66

13,363,96
398,98
23,12
1,92
,14

x
x
x
x
x

.3
.105
.0595
.04016
.0297

4,009,18,8
41,89,3
1,37,6
7,7
,4
------------4,052,53,8
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9,976,88
9,978,80
9,980,58
9,982,10

98,08
98,22
98,48

505,149,98
4,052,54
------------509,202,52

9,86
9,74
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Example IV

Find a 4.45% basis for 4s, 97% years to run.
100
95
90
85
80
75
70

900,116.42
900,421.66
900,802.03
901,276.02
901,866.70
902,602.76
903,520.02

—305.24 x
75.13 x
—18.49 x
4.58 x
—1.04 x
.47 x

99,694.76
99,619.63
75.13
99,526.01
93.62 981.51
99,409.32 116.69 976.93 4.58
99,263.94 145.38 971.31 5.62
99,082.74181.20 964.18 7.13
.5 —152.62,0
.125
9.39,1
.0625
—1.15,6
.03906
17,9
.0273
—2,8
.0205
,9

98.96
98.49

.47

900,116,42
144,22
------------900,260,64

144.22,5

By this method, regardless of the class of the curve and the
relative numerical value of the terms and their orders of differ
ences, we always subtract from the item immediately above in
the manner just shown, despite what schoolboys might think.
In performing this impossible subtraction it is well (although not
necessary) to work with red ink, but in any case at least one pre
fixing nine should be written into the work. The differences in
such columns are of course negative, and the arithmetical comple
ment is to be taken for use with the correction factors. Such
arithmetical complements are easily read off by inspection—sub
tracting each digit from 9 until the last on the right is reached,
which is subtracted from 10. As shown by the last two examples,
this plan works equally well whether the differences are all nega
tive or are alternatively positive and negative, or vice versa. To
put it another way, in all cases:

Results of normal ordinary subtraction are negative.
Results of impossible subtraction are negative.
When there are but a few orders of differences, the work can
often be performed with advantage in one column.
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Example: find a 4⅛ basis for 3½s, 6 years to run.
4.10%
4.15%
4.20%
4.25%

968,371.18
965,787.92
963,212.61
960,645.21

2,583.26
2,575.31
2,567.40
7.95
7.91

1,291.63
.99

½ of 1st difference......................................
⅛ of 2nd difference......................................
Total correction to be subtracted from item
at top of column ..................................

1,292.62

967,078.56

While the process of interpolation as explained is perfectly
sound and can, in theory, be carried to indefinite lengths, never
theless its practical usefulness is decidedly limited, and as a rule
it is not worth while—even if attendant conditions do not make it
impossible—to attempt to interpolate unless the interval in the
original material is small. For instance, it is utterly impossible
to obtain the present worth of an annuity @5½% for 30 periods
from the tables contained in the Accountancy of Investment.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The following difference factors have been computed and
proven with the greatest of care and are believed to be free from
errors of any kind. The fourth and fifth columns are, of course,
carried to many more decimal places than will ordinarily be re
quired. This was done for the benefit of those who may wish to
compute factors for further orders of differences. In the first
table for 100ths the fifth column is the only one containing
rounded figures, the first four columns being perfect.
Each of these columns of factors is a series, and factors for
any desired interval not given herewith may be interpolated,
should that method be preferred to direct calculation.
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Table I

(Hundredths)
1st
.01
.02.03
.04
.05
.06
.07
.08
.09
.10
.11
.12
.13
.14
.15
.16
.17
18
.19
.20
.21
.22
.23
.24
.25
.26
.27
.28
.29
.30
.31
.32
.33
.34
.35
.36
.37
.38
.39
.40
.41
.42
.43
.44

2nd
.004,95
.009,8
.014,55
.019,2
.023,75
.028,2
.032,55
.036,8
.040,95
.045
.048,95
.052,8
.056,55
.060,2
.063,75
.067,2
.070,55
.073,8
.076,95
.08
.082,95
.085,8
.088,55
.091,2
.093,75
.096,2
.098,55
.100,8
.102,95
.105
.106,95
.108,8
.110,55
.112,2
.113,75
.115,2
.116,55
.117.8
.118,95
.12
.120,95
.121,8
.122,55
.123,2

4th
.002,454,416,25
.004,818,66
.007,094,216,25
.009,282,56
.011,385,156,25
.013,403,46
.015,338,916,25
.017,192,96
.018,967,016,25
.020,662,5
.022,280,816,25
.023,823,36
.025,291,516,25
.026,686,66
.028,010,156,25
.029,263,36
.030,447,616,25
.031,564,26
.032,614,616,25
.033,6
.034,521,716,25
.035,381,06
.036,179,316,25
.036,917,76
.037,597,656,25
.038,220,26
.038,786,816,25
.039,298,56
.039,756,716,25
.040,162,5
.040,517,116,25
.040,821,76
.041,077,616,25
.041,285,86
.041,447,656,25
.041,564,16
.041,636,516,25
.041,665,86
.041,653,316,25
.041,6
.041,507,016,25
.041,375,46
.041,206,416,25
.041,000,96

3rd
.003,283,5
.006,468
.009,554,5
.012,544
.015,437,5
.018,236
.020,940,5
.023,552,
.026,071,5
.028,5
.030,838,5
.033,088
.035,249,5
.037,324
.039,312,5
.041,216
.043,035,5
.044,772
.046,426,5
.048
.049,493,5
.050,908
.052,244,5
.053,504
.054,687,5
.055,796,
.056,830,5
.057,792,
.058,681,5
.059,5
.060,248,5
.060,928
.061,539,5
.062,084
.062,562,5
.062,976
.063,325,5
.063,612
.063,836,5
.064
.064,103,5
.064,148
.064,134,5
.064,064
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5th
.001,958,624
.003,835,653
.005,632,808
.007,351,788
.008,994,273
.010,561,926
.012,056,388
.013,479,281
.014,832,207
.016,116,750
.017,334,475
.018,486,927
.019,575,634
.020,602,102
.021,567,820
.022,474,260
.023,322,874
.024,115,095
.024,852,338
.025,536,000
.026,167,461
.026,748,081
.027,279,204
.027,762,156
.028,198,242
.028,588,754
.028,934,965
.029,238,129
.029,499,483
.029,720,250
.029,901,632
.030,044,815
.030,150,970
.030,221,250
.030,256,789
.030,258,708
.030,228,111
.030,166,083
.030,073,694
.029,952,000
.029,802,038
.029,624,829
.029,421,381
.029,192,684
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Table I—continued

(Hundredths)
1st
.45
.46
.47
.48
.49
.50
.51
.52
.53
.54
.55
.56
.57
.58
.59
.60
.61
.62
.63
.64
.65
.66
.67
.68
.69
.70
.71
.72
.73
.74
.75
.76
.77
.78
.79
.80
.81
.82
.83
.84
.85
.86
.87
.88

2nd
.123,75
.124,2
.124,55
.124,8
.124,95
.125
.124,95
.124,8
.124,55
.124,2
.123,75
.123,2
. 122,55
.121,8
.120,95
.12
.118,95
.117,8
.116,55
.115,2
.113,75
.112,2
.110,55
.108,8
.106,95
.105
.102,95
.100.8
.098,55
.096,2
.093,75
.091,2
.088,55
.085,8
.082,95
.08
.076,95
.073,8
.070,55
.067,2
.063,75
.060,2
.056,55
.058,8

3rd
.063,937,5
.063,756
.063,520,5
.063,232
.062,891,5
.062,5
.062,058,5
.061,568
.061,029,5
.060,444
.059,812,5
.059,136,
.058,415,5
.057,652
.056,846,5
.056
.055,113,5
.054,188
.053,224,5
.052,224
.051,187,5
.050,116
.049,010,5
.047,872
.046,701,5
.045,5
.044,268,5
.043,008
.041,719,5
.040,404
.039,062,5
.037,696
.036,305,5
.034,892
.033,456,5
.032
.030,523,5
.029,028
.027,514,5
.025,984
.024,437,5
.022,876
.021,300,5
.019,712

4th
.040,760,156,25
.040,485,06
.040,176,716,25
.039,836,16
.039,464,416,25
.039,062,5
.038,631,416,25
.038,172,16
.037,685,716,25
.037,173,06
.036,635,156,25
.036,072,96
.035,487,416,25
.034,879,46
.034,250,016,25
.033,6
.032,930,316,25
.032,241,86
.031,535,516,25
.030,812,16
.030,072,656,25
.029,317,86
.028,548,616,25
.027,765,76
.026,970,116,25
.026,162,5
.025,343,716,25
.024,514,56
.023,675,816,25
.022,828,26
.021,972,656,25
.021,109,76
.020,240,316,25
.019,365,06
.018,484,716,25
.017,6
.016,711,616,25
.015,820,26
.014,926,616,25
.014,031,36
.013,135,156,25
.012,238,66
.011,342,516,25
.010,447,36
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5th
.028,939,711
.028,663,422
.028,364,762
.028,044,657
.027,704,020
.027,343,750
.026,964,729
.026,567,823
.026,153,887
.025,723,758
.025,278,258
.024,818,196
.024,344,368
.023,857,551
.023,358,511
.022,848,000
.022,326,754
.021,795,497
.021,254,938
.020,705,772
.020,148,680
.019,584,330
.019,013,378
.018,436,465
.017,854,217
.017,267,250
.016,676,165
.016,081,551
.015,483,984
.014,884,026
.014,282,227
.013,679,124
.013,075,244
.012,471,099
.011,867,188
.011,264,000
.010,662,011
.010,061,685
.009,463,475
.008,867,820
.008,275,148
.007,685,878
.007,100,415
.006,519,153
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Table I—continued
(Hundredths)
1st
.89
.90
.91
.92
.93
.94
.95
.96
.97
.98
.99

2nd
.048,95
.045
.040,95
.036,8
.032,55
.028,2
.023,75
.019,2
.014,55
.009,8
.004,95

3rd
.018,111,5
.016,5
.014,878,5
.013,248
.011,609,5
.009,964
.008,312,5
.006,656
.004,995,5
.003,332
.001,666,5

4th
.009,553,816,25
.008,662,5
.007,774,016,25
.006,888,96
.006,007,916,25
.005,131,46
.004,260,156,25
.003,394,56
.002,535,216,25
.001,682,66
.000,837,416,25

5th
.005,942,474
.005,370,750
.004,804,342
.004,243,599
.003,688,861
.003,140,454
.002,598,695
.002,063,892
.001,536,341
.001,016,327
.000,504,125

Table II
(Twelfths)
1st
.083,333,...
.166,666,...
.25
.333,333,...
.416,666,...
.5
.583,333,...
.666,666,...
.75
.833,333,...
.916,666,...

2nd
.038,194,...
.069,444,...
.093,75
.111,111,...
.121,527,...
.125
.121,527,...
.111,111,...
.093,75
.069,444,...
.038,194,...

3rd
.024,402,006
.042,438,272
.054,687,5
.061,728,395
.064,139,660
.062,5
.057,388,117
.049,382,716
.039,062,5
.027,006,173
.013,792,438

4th
.017,793,130,
.030,060,442
.037,597,656
.041,152,263
.041,423,531
.039,062,5
.034,671,988
.028,806,584
.021,972,656
.014,628,344
.007,183,562

Sth
.013,938
.023,046
.028,198
.030,178
.029,687
.027,344
.023,693
.019,204
.014,282
.009,265
.004,430

Table III
(Sixteenths)
1st
.062,5
.125
.187,5
.25
.312,5
.375
.437,5
.5
.562,5
.625
.687,5
.75
.812,5
.875
.937,5

2nd
.029,296,875
.054,687,5
.076,171,875
.093,75
.107,421,875
.117,187,5
.123,046,875
.125
.123,046,875
.117,187,5
.107,421,875
.093,75
.076,171,875
.054,687,5
.029,296,875

3rd
.018,920,878
.034,179,687,5
.046,020,508
.054,687,5
.060,424,805
.063,476,562,5
.064,086,914
.062,5
.058,959,961
.053,710,937,5
.046,997,070
.039,062,5
.030,151,367
.020,507,812,5
.010,375,977

60

4th
.013,895,035
.024,566,650
.032,358,170
.037,597,656
.040,597,916
.041,656,494
.041,055,679
.039,062,500
.035,928,726
.031,890,869
.027,170,181
.021,972,656
.016,489,029
.010,894,775
.005,350,113

5th
.010,942
.019,039
.024,673
.028,198
.029,941
.030,201
.029,252
.027,344
.024,701
.021,526
.018,000
.014,282
.010,512
.006,809
.003,277

